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Invincible’s Guide to the Keweenaw, Pt. 4
by Nathan “Invincible” Miller ~ Daily Bull Immortal

Every week I try to highlight a special place to visit in the Keweenaw, free of
charge and relatively close to home. With so many options to choose from,
it’s often overwhelming for would-be adventurers to get out and find something they’d like to do in the Copper Country. Fortunately, there are loads of
people like myself here to give you a few pointers as to the best places to
go at just the right times. Here’s this week’s entry: the Redwyn Dunes Nature
Sanctuary.
Redwyn Dunes is a great little hike that explores some of the rarest habitat in
the Keweenaw – natural sand dunes! Granted, they’re almost totally covered
in vegetation but that’s what makes them worth exploring. The forest here
is totally different from what you’re usually accustomed to if you’ve hiked
around the Keweenaw and is made up primarily of red pines, oaks, juniper,
and other sand-loving species. No Jawas though, sorry. Low-lying yews
can also be found all over the place, as is poison ivy so watch out - it’s still
threatening even as the cool fall weather sets in.
The Sanctuary is owned and managed by the Michigan Nature Association
and is open to the public all year round. Redwyn Dunes is located roughly
3.5 miles north of Eagle River along M-26. The trailhead is on the right side
of the road across from Great Sand Bay, a little ways before the giant parking
area they built there recently. You’ll have to keep your eyes peeled, the sign
is parallel to the highway and is hard to spot the first time through. I’d give
you a better hint, but really the easiest way to find it is to speed by at 55 mph
and see it out of the corner of your eye.
There’s a 1 mile loop trail that traverses the 37-acre sanctuary. You’ll go up
and down a few dunes and swales, which are interspersed with marshes and
ponds with abundant wildlife. There are also bugs galore when the winds
aren’t blowing, but this late in the year they should be dying off quickly. Many
abandoned trail offshoots lead to other vantage points and may connect to
other trails at the nearby George Hite Dunes & Marshes Preserve (owned by
see Marky Mark on back
“You have to remember one thing about the will of the people: it wasn’t that long ago that we were
swept away by the Macarena.”
-John Stewart
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Twitty Twisters

by Theresa Tran ~ Staff Writer

Love them or hate them, titty twisters are back in style. Kids of
all ages all around the world are sharing in this trend and it is
not only for males any more.
That’s right folks, titty twisters are again a phenomenon! Any
way you can imagine, it has been done. Male on male. Female
on female. Male on female. Female on male.
A YouTube video posted a month ago called, “Twist me titties” has gone viral and is the culprit of the titty twister return.
Video producer, Cha-Cha Shayker spoke with me about the
goal of his video. “It’s a social norm now. The cool kids give
each other titty twisters and it’s a great way to get to know
someone on a deeper level. It’s very personable and a way
to break the ice when meeting new people.”
Expert, Titty McGee, explains that titty twisters release endorphins in the brain which makes people feel good. “Titty
twisters make people happy. I like to see happy people.
The world also needs happy people. And guess what? Titty
twisters have been proven to make people happy. Keep up
the titty twisters fellow human beings; it’s the right thing to
do.” For those who don’t know what titty twisters are, it has
been defined by Webster’s as, “The act of twisting one’s own
nipples or those of another.” You can also visit Titty McGee’s
professional website for quick how-to instructions, YouTube
demonstrations, and more!

FRI, OCT8PM18 DEDE ALDERMAN, STEVE JONES
& GARDEN CITY HOT CLUB!!

The Ultimate Gypsy Jazz Combination! Steve Jones & the
Garden City Hot Club, along with the amazing vibraphone
stylings of Earthwork Music artist Dede Alderman!!

SAT, OCT8PM19 ENGINEERS W/O BORDERS
BENEFIT SHOW

FAUXGRASS U.P. CD RELEASE!
FRI, OCT8PM25 Orpheum
Bluegrass Favorites FAUXGRASS will be back for
their New CD Release Party!!

WED, NOV8PM6 BREATHE OWL BREATHE NEW
CD RELEASE SHOW!!

The Ultimate Folk Music Band, Breathe Owl Breathe is back
in the Copper Country for an incredible show, brought to
you by Polish Fire! With Special Guests Gratiot Lake Road!

FRI, NOV8PM15 STEVE JONES & THE GARDEN
CITY HOT CLUB!!

Gypsy Jazz with Copper Country Favorites Steve Jones &
the Garden City Hot Club. With Special Guests appearances
from MTU Swing Band Djangology!

DJANGOLOGY SWING BAND
FRI, NOV8PM16 Djangology
is a tribute to the toe-tapping, light hearted,

improv-heavy, hot club swing style of Django Reinhardt.
With Special Guest Appearance by Steve Jones!!

SIGN UP FOR THE ORPHEUM EMAIL LIST: JUST EMAIL
“SUBSCRIBE” TO THEORPHEUMTHEATER@GMAIL.COM

from Marky Mark on front

Eagle Harbor Township). Don’t take my word for it though, ‘cause I don’t
want to be responsible if you get yourself lost.
This sanctuary is well worth a stop if you’ve got an hour to spare on your
way up or down the north side of the Keweenaw, and can be paired nicely
with a reservation at The Fitz or a spin down Great Sand Bay when the
weather is nice.
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Senate Says “Fuck It,” Comes to Shutdown
Deal
by Alex Dinsmoor ~ Editor in Chief

Senate leaders collectively said “fuck it” as they came to a deal that would
end the government shutdown and raise the debt ceiling, preventing a government default on the debt. The deal, which has concessions for both
Republicans and Democrats, but at the same time is the deal neither party
truly wanted.
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Senate majority leader Harry Reid told the press that “after many countless
hours of deliberation with the GOP, we have hashed out a plan after we all reached the point where we would rather go home than have to deal with this. We were all really tired and decided to
say “fuck it” and stop fighting. Hence the deal today.”
The deal, which many political pundits are calling “something a sleep-deprived college student would write” has everything you expect in a plan such as this, however has language inserted in it
such as “party leaders won’t have to work this long again” and “if a bargaining session lasts longer than 12 hours, the senators will be allowed to drink.” Additionally, the plan spells America wrong.
Republican Senate Minority leader Mitch McConnell was also proud that both parties could come together. “In times such as these, it’s not often that politicians will reach across the aisle towards
a common goal. After long discussions with Reid, we both came to the conclusion that neither of us were going to be happy with what the final deal was going to be and for somehow we were
okay with that. Maybe it was our 18 hour session, but magically we both could care less about what happens to the nation, we were all just extremely tired and wanted to go home.
Many in the media are calling this recent deal “historical” and “the first time the two parties have understood politics in modern history”. Talk show host John Stewart spoke on the deal on his show
last night. “By not caring, politicians have finally found out how to connect to the average voter, which is ironic seeing that neither side of aisle cared about the voters to start with.”

